
thick gauge vinyl siding

Energy Star rated thermal
foam backing

Unique Siding lock system

Available in many colors

S  I  D  I  N  G
Better Insulation

Super Energy Wall Siding has full back insulation with an R-4 rating

Easy Care Maintenance
Vinyl Siding never needs painting and Fiber Cement Siding

holds paint 3-4 times longer than wood

Custom Colors
You don’t have to contract a house painter to complete the jobYou don’t have to contract a house painter to complete the job

Super Energy Wall Siding
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LIFETIME WARRANTY
(Materials and Labor)



(800) BEE-0169

Color Flexibility.
Custom colors are available at no additional cost.  BEE
Fiber Cement can be painted. ANY COLOR you imagine
and lasts 3 to 4 times loner than with wood.  The color
is not susceptible to fading and there is a 15 year guarantee
on the paint!

Superior Insulation.
The Super Energy Wall backer provides up to three times
the energy efficiency of standard siding.  It can significantly
reduce energy bills by adding an “R”-value of up to 4.0 to
your existing wall’s “R”-value.

Unmatched Appearance.
The patented locking system also provides consistent “board-
to-board” appearance.

Outstanding Beauty.
Classic 4½” clapboard and Dutch lap profiles, along with a
richly detailed grained cedar texture, adds the look and feel
of wood.  Depp, realistic shadow lines and a low-gloss “look
of paint” finish add to the appeal.

Easy-Care Maintenance.
BEE Super Energy Wall Vinyl Siding is made with durable
premium vinyl:  it won’t warp, rot or peel, and it never needs
painting.  Just wash occasionally with a garden hose to
restore like-new beauty.

Mold Resistant.
Super Energy Wall discourages the development of mold,
and offers superior sound insulation.

Advanced Panel Design.
A patented locking system pulls panels tight at the wall.
Extra-thick panels stay flat and overlaps are minimized,
producing walls with the smooth, even appearance of solid
wood.  Added rigidity helps span faults in walls, assuring
straight course lines that last.

Exceptional Durability.
Super Energy Wall fills out the profile of the vinyl siding,
increasing the overall impact resistance by over 3 times.
This helps it to maintain its original shape through everyday
mishaps to extreme weather, adding years to its life.

Superior Wind Resistance.
There is an extra tough nail hem to keep panels locked in
place, even in winds exceeding 150 mph.

Pest Resistance.
Resistant to termites, woodpeckers and other pests known to
cause damage.

Durability.
Resists shrinking and swelling so it holds paint 3 to 4 times
longer than wood.

Weather Resistance.
So durable it’s guaranteed for up to 50 years, even in the
most severe climates on earth.

Flame Resistance.
Non-combustible.  Approved for fire-rated construction.

BEE FIBER CEMENT SIDING

BEE SUPER ENERGY WALL VINYL SIDING
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